The LAM Foundation and Rare Lung Diseases Consortium welcomed rare lung disease organizations and thought leaders to attend the International Rare Lung Diseases Research Conference in September 2016. Researchers, clinicians, patients and families gathered for a purpose driven event where LAM and rare lung disease research were discussed in detail, trials were planned for pediatric ILD, PAP and PLCH, and patient participation put a human face on rare lung diseases.

CINCINNATI, OHIO
SEPTEMBER 22-25

470 PARTICIPANTS

21 COUNTRIES REPRESENTED

233 RESEARCHERS AND CLINICIANS

17 RARE LUNG DISEASE INTENSIVE SESSIONS

146 DIRECT STORY LINKS TO MEDICAL AND NEWS WEBSITES

60,334,427 TOTAL MEDIA IMPRESSIONS

9 RARE LUNG DISEASE PATIENT ADVOCACY GROUPS

236 INDIVIDUALS WITH LAM, OTHER RARE LUNG DISEASE PATIENTS, FAMILY & FRIENDS

4 RARE LUNG DISEASE WORKSHOPS FOCUSED ON LAM AND DEVELOPING TRIALS IN PLCH, PAP AND SURFACTANT MUTATION DISORDERS

35 GLOBAL LAM CLINICS REPRESENTED AT THE FIRST RARE LUNG DISEASE CLINIC DIRECTOR’S CONGRESS

NEARLY $400,000 RAISED FROM 30 GENEROUS SPONSORS AND ATTENDEES

$260,000 DONATED TO SUPPORT THE LAM FOUNDATION AT THE BREATH OF HOPE GALA